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DOUBLY WARPED PRODUCT CR-SUBMANIFOLDS IN A
LOCALLY CONFORMAL KAEHLER SPACE FORM

KOJI MATSUMOTO AND VITTORIA BONANZINGA

Abstract. Recently, the present authors considered doubly warped prod-
uct CR-submanifolds in a locally conformal Kaehler manifold and got some
inequalities about the length of the second fundamental form ([14]).

In this report, we obtain an inequality of the mean curvature of a doubly
warped product CR-submanifold in a locally conformal Kaehler space form.
Then, we consider the equality case of this inequality.

0. Introduction.

On 1976, I. Vaisman redefined the notion of the locally conformal almost
Kaehler structure on Hermitian manifolds ([18, 19]). Then, T. Kashiwada
charecterised this notion by the tensor representation, and she gave the ten-
sor representation of the curvature tensor of a locally conformal Kaehler space
form under a certain condition ([9]).

On the other hand, on 1978, A. Bejancu introduced the notion of CR-sub-
manifolds which is a generalization of holomorphic and totally real submanifolds
in an almost Hermitian manifold. After his definition, we can see many papers
and books in this field ([6, 7, 12, 17, 20] etc.).

Next, B. Y. Chen defined the notion of warped product CR-submanifolds in
Kaehler manifolds and he proved a lot of interesting results in these submanifolds
([7]). This notion was considered in other Hermitian manifolds and gave similar
results ([4]). Then we can also see the similar notion in an (almost) contact
metric manifolds ([11, 20] etc.).

Now, we can find only few papers about doubly warped product Riemann-
ian manifolds which are the generalization of a warped product Riemannian
manifold ([1, 8, 10]).
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Recently, one of the authors defined doubly warped product submanifolds in
a Riemannian manifold. Then, special doubly warped product (doubly warped
product CR-) submanifolds in a locally conformal Kaehler manifold were con-
sidered ([13, 14]).

In this report, we consider the mean curvature of a doubly warped product
CR-submanifold in a locally conformal Kaehler space form and prove an inequal-
ity about it. Finally, we consider the equality case of the inequality (Theorem
5.1).

In Section 1, we recall doubly warped product Riemannian manifolds and
doubly warped product submanifolds. In addition, we show a essential formula
in doubly warped product submanifolds for later use. In Sections 2 and 3,
we recall locally conformal Kaehler manifolds and their CR-submanifolds. In
Section 4, we introduce an adapted frame of a locally conformal Kaehler space
form and calculate the components of the Riemannian curvature tensor with
respect to this frame for the next section. In Section 5, we obtain an inequality
of the mean curvature of a doubly warped product CR-submanifold in a locally
conformal Kaehler space form and finally, we consider the equality case of the
inequality.

1. Doubly warped product Riemannian submanifolds.

Let (M1, g1) and (M2, g2) be two Riemannian manifolds and M be its product
manifold. And f1 > 0 (resp. f2 > 0) be a differentiable function on M1 (resp.
M2). A doubly warped product Riemannian manifold M = M1 ×(f1,f2) M2 is a
product manifold with a Riemannian metric g on M which is defined by

(1.1) g(U, V ) = f2
2g1(π1∗U, π1∗) + f1

2g2(π2∗U, π2∗V )

for any U, V ∈ TM , where TM denotes the tangent bundle of M and π1 (resp.
π2) is the projection operator of M to M1 (resp. M2) and π1∗ (resp. π2∗) is the
differential map of π1 (resp. π2) ([1, 8, 11] etc.). The functions f1 and f2 are
called the warping functions and the pair (f1, f2) is called the pair of warping
functions of a doubly warped product Riemannian manifold.

Remark 1.1. In a doubly warped product Riemannian manifold, if one of the
warping functions is equal to 1, then the manifold is called a warped product
Riemannian manifold ([16]).

A doubly warped product manifold is said to be proper if both of warping
functions are not constant.

Next, let M̃ be a Riemannian manifold with a Riemannian metric g̃. A
submanifold M of M̃ is called a doubly warped product submanifold of M̃ if it
satisfies ([13])

(i) M is a Riemannian submanifold of M̃ ,
(ii) M is a doubly warped product manifold of two submanifolds M1 and

M2 of M̃ ,
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(iii) two submanifolds are orthogonal, that is, g̃(X, Z) = 0 for any X ∈ TM1

and Z ∈ TM2.
We write the above doubly warped product submanifold as

(1.3) M = M1 ×(f1,f2) M2,

where (f1, f2) is its pair of warping functions.
In a doubly warped product submanifold, the following equation is essential

(1.4) ∇XZ = ∇ZX = (Z log f2)X + (X log f1)Z

for any X ∈ TM1 and Z ∈ TM2, where ∇ is the covariant differentiation with
respect to the induced metric g of g̃.

Generally, between a Riemannian manifold (M̃, g̃) and its submanifold (M, g),
the Gauss and Weingarten formulas are respectively given by

(1.5) ∇̃UV = ∇UV + σ(U, V ),

(1.6) ∇̃Uξ = −AξU +∇⊥Uξ

for any U, V ∈ TM and ξ ∈ T⊥M , where T⊥M denotes the normal bundle of
M , ∇̃ (resp. ∇) is the covariant differentiation with respect to g̃ (resp. g), σ is
the second fundamental form and Aξ is the shape operator of ξ. Between the
second fundamental form σ and the shape operator Aξ, there is the relation

(1.7) g̃(σ(U, V ), ξ) = g̃(AξU, V )

for any U, V ∈ TM and ξ ∈ T⊥M ([5]).
Moreover, we know the Gauss equation

R(X, Y, Z, W ) = R̃(X, Y, Z, W ) + g̃(σ(X, W ), σ(Y, Z))

− g̃(σ(X,Z), σ(Y, W ))
(1.8)

for any X,Y, Z,W ∈ TM , where R̃ (resp. R) is the curvature (0, 4)-tensor with
respect to g̃ (resp. g) ([5]).

2. Locally conformal Kaehler manifolds and CR-submanifolds.

Let M̃(J, g̃, α) be a real m-dimensional locally conformal Kaehler (l.c.K.-)
manifold with an almost complex structure J , a Hermitian metric g̃ and a closed
1 form α which is called the Lee form. Then, they satisfy

(2.1) J2 = −I, g̃(JU, JV ) = g̃(U, V ),

(2.2) (∇̃V J)U = −g̃(α], U)JV + g̃(U, V )β] + g(JU, V )α] − g̃(β], U)V

for any U, V ∈ TM̃ , where I means the identity transformation, α] is the dual
vector field of α which is called the Lee vector field, the 1-form β is defined by
β(U) = −α(JU) for any U ∈ TM̃ and β] is the dual vector field of β.
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An l.c.K.-manifold M̃(J, g̃, α) is called an l.c.K.-space form if it has a constant
holomorphic sectional curvature. We know that the Riemannian curvature ten-
sor R̃ of an l.c.K.-space form with the constant holomorphic sectional curvature
c is given by ([9])

4R̃(X,Y,Z, W ) = c{g̃(X,W )g̃(Y, Z)− g̃(X,Z)g̃(Y,W )

+ g̃(JX, W )g̃(JY, Z)− g̃(JX,Z)g̃(JY,W )

− 2g̃(JX, Y )g̃(JZ, W )}+ 3{P (X, W )g̃(Y,Z)

− P (X, Z)g̃(Y, W ) + g̃(X, W )P (Y, Z)

− g̃(X, Z)P (Y, W )} − P̃ (X, W )g̃(JY, Z)

+ P̃ (X, Z)g̃(JY, W )− g̃(JX,W )P̃ (Y, Z)

+ g̃(JX, Z)P̃ (Y, W ) + 2{P̃ (X, Y )g̃(JZ, W )

+ g̃(JX, Y )P̃ (Z, W )}

(2.3)

for any X,Y, Z,W ∈ TM̃ , where P and P̃ are respectively defined by
(2.4)

P (X,Y ) = −(∇̃Xα)Y − α(X)α(Y )− 1
2
‖α‖2g̃(X, Y ), P̃ (X,Y ) = P (JX, Y )

for any X,Y ∈ TM̃ , where ‖α‖ is the length of the Lee form α.

Remark 2.1. To get (2.3), we have to assume that the symmetric (0,2)-tensor P

is hybrid or equivalently P̃ is skew-symmetric. This means the Ricci tensor R̃1

is hybrid.

We write an l.c.K.-space form with the constant holomorphic sectional cur-
vature c by M̃(c).

For each x ∈ M̃ , we denote by Dx the maximal holomorphic subspace (JDx =
Dx) of the tangent space TxM̃ of M̃ at x. If the dimension of Dx is same for
each x ∈ M̃ , then Dx gives a holomorphic distribution D on M̃ .

A submanifold M in an almost Hermitian manifold M̃ is called a CR-
submanifold if there exists on M a differentiable holomorphic distribution D
whose orthogonal complement D⊥ is a differentiable totally real distribution,
i.e., JD⊥x ⊂ T⊥x M for each x ∈ M , where T⊥x M is the normal space of M at x.

A CR-submanifold M is called anti-holomorphic if JD⊥x = T⊥x M for each
x ∈ M .

For a CR-submanifold M of an almost Hermitian manifold M̃ , we denote by
ν the complementary orthogonal subbundle of JD⊥ in the normal bundle T⊥M .
Then we have the following direct sum decomposition

(2.5) T⊥M = JD⊥ ⊕ ν, JD⊥⊥ν.

Remark 2.2. An anti-holomorphic CR-submanifold is a CR-submanifold with
ν = {0}.
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In a CR-submanifold of an l.c.K.-manifold, we proved the following;

Proposition 2.1 ([12]). Let M be a CR-submanifold in an l.c.K.-manifold M̃ ,
Then we have

(1) the totally real distribution D⊥ is integrable, that is, [D⊥,D⊥] ⊂ D⊥,
(2) the holomorphic distribution D is integrable if and only if

(2.6) g̃(σ(X, JY )− σ(Y, JX)− 2g̃(JX, Y )α], JZ) = 0

for any X,Y ∈ D, where [, ] means the Lie bracket.

3. Doubly warped product CR-submanifolds in an l.c.K.-manifold.

In this section, we consider CR-submanifold in an l.c.K.-manifold M̃ which
is a doubly warped product submanifold of the form M = M> ×(f>,f⊥) M⊥,
where M> (resp. M⊥) is a holomorphic (resp. totally real) submanifold of M̃
and f> (resp. f⊥) is a positive differentiable function on M> (resp. M⊥). By
virtue of our assumption, since the distribution D = TM> is integrable, the
second fundamental form σ has to satisfy (2.6), identically. A doubly warped
product manifold M = M> ×(f>,f⊥) M⊥ is called a doubly warped product CR-
submanifold in an l.c.K.-manifold M̃ if the metric tensor g on M is the induced
metric of g̃ for certain Riemannian metric g> (resp, g⊥) on M> (resp. M⊥).

In a doubly warped product CR-submanifold M in an l.c.K.-manifold M̃ , we
have

Proposition 3.1 ([13]). For a doubly warped product CR-submanifold M in an
l.c.K.-manifold M̃(J, g̃, α), we have

g̃(σ(X, JY ), JZ) = g̃(α], Z)g̃(X, Y ) + g̃(α], JZ)g̃(X, JY )

− (Z log f⊥)g̃(X, Y ),
(3.1)

(3.2) g̃(σ(X,Y ), JZ) = g̃(α], JZ), g̃(α], Z) = Z log f⊥,

(3.3) g̃(σ(JX, Z), JW ) = {−g̃(α], X) + (X log f>)}g̃(Z, W )

for any X, Y ∈ D and Z, W ∈ D⊥.

By virtue of (3.2)2, the equation (3.1) is written as

(3.1)′ g̃(σ(X, JY ), JZ) = g̃(α], JZ)g̃(X, JY ).

We have from (3.2)2

Proposition 3.2. There is no proper doubly warped product CR-submanifolds
in a Kaehler manifold.

Proposition 3.3. There is no proper doubly warped product CR-submanifold in
an l.c.K.-manifold which the Lee vector field α] is normal to D⊥.
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4. Components of the curvature tensors of an l.c.K.-space form.

In this section, we introduce an adapted frame in an l.c.K.-manifold and
then using this frame we calculate the components of the curvature tensor of an
l.c.K.-space form.

Let M be a doubly warped product CR-submanifold of an l.c.K.-manifold
M̃ . Now, we put dim M̃ = m, dim M = n, dim M> = 2p, dim M⊥ = q (2p +
q = n). Let {e1, . . . , ep, e

∗
1, . . . , e

∗
p}, {e2p+1, . . . , e2p+q}, {e∗2p+1, . . . , e

∗
2p+q} and

{en+q+1, . . . , em} be a local orthonormal basis of D, D⊥ (= TM⊥), JD⊥ and
ν, respectively, where e∗i = Jei for i ∈ {1, . . . , p} and e∗2p+a = Je2p+a for
a ∈ {1, . . . , q}. We call such local basis an adapted frame of M̃ .

Now, we assume that our ambient manifold M̃ is an l.c.K.-space form M̃(c).
Then the curvature tensor R̃ is written by (2.3). The straightforward calculation
gives us the following

4R̃lkji = 4R̃l∗k∗j∗i∗

= c(δliδkj − δljδki) + 3(δkjPli − δkiPlj + δliPkj − δljPki),

4R̃lkji∗ = 3(δkjPli∗ − δljPki∗)− δkiPlj∗ + δliPkj∗ − 2δjiPlk∗ ,

4R̃lkj∗i∗ = c(δliδkj − δljδki)− δkjPli + δkiPlj − δliPkj + δljPki,

4R̃lk∗j∗i = c(δliδkj + δljδki − 2δlkδji) + 3(δkjPli + δljPki)

− δkiPlj + δljPki − 2(δlkPji + δjiPlk),

4R̃lk∗j∗i∗ = 3(δkjPli∗ − δkiPlj∗)− δliPk∗j + δljPk∗i + 2δlkPj∗i,

4R̃lkj(2p+a) = 3{δkjPl(2p+a) − δljPk(2p+a)},
4R̃lkj∗(2p+a) = δljPk∗(2p+a) − δkjPl∗(2p+a)

4R̃lk∗j(2p+a) = −3δljPk∗(2p+a) + δkjPl∗(2p+a) + 2δlkPj∗(2p+a),

4R̃lk∗j∗(2p+a) = 3δkjPl(2p+a) − δljPk(2p+a) − 2δlkPj(2p+a),

4R̃l∗k∗j∗(2p+a) = 3{δkjPl∗(2p+a) − δljPk∗(2p+a)},
4R̃lk(2p+b)(2p+a) = 0, 4R̃lk∗(2p+b)(2p+a) = −2δlkP(2p+b)(2p+a),

4R̃l∗k∗(2p+b)(2p+a) = 0,

4R̃l(2p+c)(2p+b)(2p+a) = 3{δcbPl(2p+a) − δcaPl(2p+b)},
4R̃l∗(2p+c)(2p+b)(2p+a) = 3{δcbPl∗(2p+a) − δcaPl∗(2p+b)},
4R̃(2p+d)(2p+c)(2p+b)(2p+a) = c(δdaδcb − δdbδca) + 3{δcbP(2p+d)(2p+a)

− δcaP(2p+d)(2p+b) + δdaP(2p+c)(2p+b) − δdbP(2p+c)(2p+a)},
4R̃j(2p+b)(2p+a)i = 4R̃j∗(2p+b)(2p+a)i∗

= cδjiδba + 3{Pjiδba + δjiP(2p+b)(2p+a)},

(4.1)
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where the indices k, j, . . . , i and c, b, . . . , a run over the range 1, 2, . . . , p and
1, 2, . . . , q, respectively. And we write R̃(eω, eν , eµ, eλ) = R̃ωνµλ, etc., for any
ω, ν, . . . , λ ∈ {1, 2, . . . , n.}

5. The mean curvature.

Let M be a doubly warped product CR-submanifold of an l.c.K.-space form
M̃(c) and {e1, e2, . . . , em} be an adapted frame of M̃(c).

Now, the mean curvature vector H and the mean curvature ‖H‖ are respec-
tively given by

(5.1) H =
1
n

n∑
µ=1

σµµ, ‖H‖2 =
1
n2

n∑

ν,λ=1

g̃(σνν , σλλ).

The length ‖σ‖ of the second fundamental form σ is given by

(5.2) ‖σ‖2 =
n∑

µ,λ=1

g̃(σνλ, σνλ) =
n∑

µ,λ=1

m∑
τ=n+1

g̃(σµλ, eτ )2.

By virtue of (5.1), (5.2) and the Gauss equation (1.8), we have

(5.3) 4r = 4
n∑

ω,ν=1

R̃ωννω + 4n2‖H‖2 − 4‖σ‖2,

where r is the scalar curvature with respect to the induced metric g.
Now, we can write

4
n∑

ω,ν=1

R̃ωννω = 8
p∑

j,i=1

(R̃jiij + R̃ji∗i∗j) + 8
p∑

j=1

q∑
a=1

{R̃j(2p+a)(2p+a)j

+ R̃j∗(2p+a)(2p+a)j∗}+ 4
q∑

b,a=1

R̃(2p+b)(2p+a)(2p+a)(2p+b).

Using (4.1), we have from the above equation

(5.4) 4
n∑

ω,ν=1

R̃ωννω = c(n2 − 4p− q) + 6(n− 1)
n∑

µ=1

Pµµ − 12
p∑

j=1

Pjj .
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Next, we have from (5.2)

‖σ‖2 =
n∑

µ,λ=1

m∑
τ=n+1

g̃(σµλ, eτ )2 =
n∑

µ,λ=1

n+q∑
τ=n+1

g̃(σµλ, eτ )2

+
n∑

µ,λ=1

m∑
τ=n+q+1

g̃(σµλ, eτ )2 ≥
n∑

µ,λ=1

n+q∑
τ=n+1

g̃(σ(eµ, eν), eτ )2

=
q∑

a=1

n∑

µ,λ=1

g̃(σµλ, e∗2p+a)2 =
q∑

a=1

p∑

j,i=1

g̃(σji, e
∗
2p+a)2

+ 2
q∑

a=1

p∑

j,i=1

g̃(σji∗ , e
∗
2p+a)2 + 2

q∑

a,b=1

p∑

j=1

{g̃(σj(2p+b), e
∗
2p+a)2

+ g̃(σj∗(2p+b), e
∗
2p+a)2}+

q∑

c,b,a=1

g̃(σ(2p+c)(2p+b), e
∗
2p+a)2

≥
q∑

a=1

p∑

j,i=1

g̃(σµλ, e∗2p+a)2 + 2
q∑

a=1

p∑

j,i=1

g̃(σji∗ , e
∗
2p+a)2

+ 2
q∑

a,b=1

p∑

j=1

{g̃(σj(2p+b), e
∗
2p+a)2 + g̃(σj∗(2p+b), e

∗
2p+a)2}.

By virtue of Proposition 3.1, the above inequality gives us

‖σ‖2 ≥ p

q∑
a=1

{g̃(α], e(2p+a))}2 + 2q

p∑

j=1

{(g̃(α], e∗j )− e∗j log f>)2

+ (g̃(α], ej)− ej log f>)2}.
(5.5)

Substituting (5.4) and (5.5) into (5.3), we have

4n2‖H‖2 ≥ 4r − (n2 − 4p− q)c− 6(n− 1)
n∑

µ=1

Pµµ

+ 12
p∑

j=1

Pjj + 4[p
q∑

a=1

{g̃(α], e(2p+a))}2

+ 2q

p∑

j=1

{(g̃(α], e∗j )− e∗j log f>)2

+ (g̃(α], ej)− ej log f>)2}]

≥ 4r − (n2 − 4p− q)c− 6(n− 1)
n∑

µ=1

Pµµ + 12
p∑

j=1

Pjj .
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Thus, we have

Theorem 5.1. In a doubly warped product CR-submanifold M in an l.c.K.-
space form M̃(c), the mean curvature ‖H‖ satisfies

(5.6) ‖H‖ ≥ 1
4n2

{4r − (n2 − 4p− q)c− 6(n− 1)
n∑

µ=1

Pµµ + 12
p∑

j=1

Pjj}.

In particular, the equality case of (5.6) is that the Lee vector field α] satisfies

(5.7) g̃(α],D⊥) = {0}, αi = ei log f> and αi∗ = e∗i log f>,

where αi (resp. αi∗ ) is an i-th (resp. (2p + i)-th) component of α] with respect
to the adapted frame.

Corollary 5.1. There is no proper doubly warped product CR-submanifold M
which the mean curvature ‖H‖ satisfies the equality in (5.6) and the Lee vector
field α] is tangent to M.

In particular, we have

Corollary 5.2. In an anti-holomorphic doubly warped product CR-submanifold
M in an l.c.K.-space form M̃(c), if the mean curvature satisfies the equality in
(5.6), then M is totally geodesic in M̃(c), that is, σ = {0}, identically.
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